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pproximately 20 years ago when
one of the authors of this commentary was a postdoctoral fellow in Bob Sauer’s laboratory at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an
extremely energetic individual (the author
in question was not one of these) could
run three sequencing gels in one day, and
thus potentially obtain 72 sequence reads
of a few hundred bases each (in practice,
unfortunately, one never got good sequence from every reaction). This was the
cutting edge of high-throughput DNA
sequencing technology at the time (we
used multichannel pipettes and 96-well
plates), and this approach combined with
sequence randomization by cassette mutagenesis yielded what seemed like a
huge amount of data pertaining to the
tolerance of proteins to amino acid substitutions (1). These studies and other sitedirected mutagenesis experiments (2, 3)
led to the surprising (at the time) conclusion that proteins could tolerate extensive
sequence variation and still function in
vivo. A paper by Hietpas et al. (4) in
PNAS exposes the feebleness of previous
efforts in this area by using “deep sequencing” to obtain millions of mutant
sequences and thereby empirically determine the ﬁtness of all possible single base
mutants in a deﬁned region of a gene.
This work provides a deﬁnitive picture of
the tolerance of a protein to single amino
acid substitutions within one region.
The method developed by Hietpas et al.
(4) has been dubbed extremely methodical
and parallel investigation of randomized
individual codon (EMPIRIC) ﬁtness. Each
codon within a particular region of a plasmid-expressed gene is randomized one
codon at a time to create a mutant library
in which every possible codon is represented at every position. A pool of
strains carrying all these mutant plasmids
is then combined into one ﬂask and grown
under conditions in which activity of the
mutated gene is required for cell survival.
The frequency of each codon at each position is followed over a time course using
Illumina technology to sequence the mutagenized regions of hundreds of thousands of plasmids. Codons encoding
amino acids that are more deleterious to
protein function are more quickly eliminated from the mutant pool, whereas
those encoding more tolerated amino acid
changes persist longer. Thus, a direct
measure of the ﬁtness of each codon is
produced. There are several signiﬁcant
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Fig. 1. Mutated region of yeast Hsp90. The nine
residues investigated by Hietpas et al. (4) are
shown. The positions that tolerated few substitutions are shown in red, and the others are
shown in blue. This ﬁgure was generated from
Protein Data Bank [PDB ID code 2CG9 (residues
A445–A677)] using Pymol (http://www.pymol.org/).

advantages of this methodology. First, the
ﬁtness of all possible single mutations
within a given region is assayed simultaneously under the same experimental
conditions. Second, mutants contain base
changes at only one codon, so compensating or exacerbating effects that could be
caused by multiple substitutions are eliminated. Finally, because ﬁtness is precisely gauged based on the change in
frequency of each codon over time, variations in the frequency of codons in the
starting mutant pool do not affect the
result. In previous mutagenesis studies,
skewed codon frequencies in the starting
libraries could signiﬁcantly bias the results.
The quantitative ﬁtness measurements
contrast with previous studies, where ﬁtness was usually assessed using an all or
nothing threshold phenotypic value (e.g.,
whether cells bearing the mutant could
form a colony after overnight growth). To
demonstrate the utility of the EMPIRIC
approach, Hietpas et al. (4) focused on
a nine-amino acid region of yeast Hsp90.
Their strategy allowed the parallel analysis
of all 180 possible amino acid substitutions
and over 500 different codon variants, a
task that would never be attempted using
traditional approaches. Mutations were
constructed on an Hsp90-expressing plasmid, and the mutant pool was tested
in a yeast strain carrying a temperaturesensitive mutation in its endogenous

Hsp90 gene. Once this strain was transformed with the mutant pool, the ﬁtness of
each mutant plasmid was measured by
assessing its prevalence at increasing time
periods after shifting to the nonpermissive temperature.
Although a very conserved region was
tested in the study by Hietpas et al. (4) and
Hsp90 is an unusually conserved essential
protein, ∼15% of all amino acid substitutions were found to be essentially
neutral with respect to ﬁtness (i.e., their
ﬁtness value was within the range observed
for base changes synonymous to WT). The
authors note that this is consistent with
the nearly neutral theory of evolution (5).
This theory was developed to explain the
preponderance of genetic differences that
were observed between species and individuals (6). Rather than these evolutionary changes being the result of natural
selection, Kimura (6) argued that they
were the result of genetic drift ﬁxing neutral (or nearly neutral) mutations in ﬁnite
populations. A common misconception
of the neutral theory is that it posits all
amino acid positions are free to evolve
“neutrally” or in the absence of selection.
On the contrary, it is well appreciated that
most amino acids are under strong purifying selection, and are therefore preserved over evolution. This was also
observed in the study by Hietpas et al. (4),
wherein the majority of mutations were
highly deleterious. The relative abundance
of mutations of different types (i.e., highly
deleterious, nearly neutral mutations,
beneﬁcial) is of great interest and debate
in evolutionary biology. This so-called
“distribution of ﬁtness effects” is of both
practical and theoretical importance. Previously, the distribution of ﬁtness effects
has been studied by introducing mutations
into the entire genomes of model organisms and measuring their effects in the
laboratory or through population genetic
inferences based on the patterns of allele
frequency distributions, polymorphism,
and substitution (7). Remarkably, the bimodal shape of the distribution of ﬁtness
effects observed within this nine-amino
acid region of Hsp90 is consistent with
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these previous studies, suggesting that the
patterns observed by Hietpas et al. (4)
might reﬂect the expectation for mutations
over the entire genome.
The empirical ﬁtness effects observed by
Hietpas et al. (4) can be directly compared
with the patterns of evolution observed
in an alignment of Hsp90 homologs from
diverse species. A paradoxical result is that
most of the amino acid substitutions that
were found to be nearly neutral in this
experiment were never observed at the
corresponding position in the alignment of
homologs. If these substitutions were truly
neutral, they should have occurred often
during the hundreds of millions of years of
evolution spanned by species represented
in the alignment. The resolution of this
paradox is likely that the conditions sampled in this experiment are less stringent
than those sampled in nature over millions
of years. Interestingly, despite these less
stringent conditions, for a contiguous set
of residues in the center of the region
studied (positions 583–587, Fig. 1), very
good agreement between the ﬁtness measurements and the pattern of evolution
was seen. These residues are exposed in
a loop in the protein structure that may
be directly involved in substrate recognition; thus, substitutions at these positions
would directly affect biological activity.
Substitutions at the other positions tested
may only affect function indirectly by reducing protein stability. We speculate that
such small reductions in stability would not
reduce ﬁtness over the short time span
of this experiment but could become a liability in the long term or as the environment varies. Excitingly, the EMPIRIC
method can be applied under a wide variety of conditions and genetic backgrounds to allow a direct test of this hypothesis and, in general, assess the rela-

tionship between environmental conditions and ﬁtness.
Because adaptation must involve the
accumulation of beneﬁcial mutations and
“directed evolution” experiments have
shown that the activity of numerous proteins can be vastly increased through
rounds of mutagenesis and selection (8),
some might be surprised that none of the
171 mutants assayed by Hietpas et al. (4)
display a signiﬁcant increase in ﬁtness.
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None of the 171 mutants
assayed by Hietpas et al.
display a signiﬁcant
increase in ﬁtness.
Although beneﬁcial single amino acid
substitutions are likely to be rare, it is
possible that beneﬁcial changes might
have emerged if a different region of
Hsp90 had been tested. Neutral mutations, as were frequently observed here,
have been found, both in nature and in the
laboratory, to be crucial for opening new
adaptive pathways (9, 10). Such mutations
can increase protein stability, and thus
increase the tolerance for subsequent
beneﬁcial but destabilizing substitutions.
Alternately, neutral mutations may lead to
so-called “standing variation,” differences
in function that are not under selective
pressure currently but become important
when environmental conditions change.
Future EMPIRIC-based studies could
systematically map beneﬁcial mutations
and provide insight into the process of
protein adaptation, an area in which relatively few empirical data are available (11).
Aside from its advantages for evolutionary studies, the EMPIRIC method

also provides a rapid method to obtain
useful mutants for use in subsequent
studies. For example, 56 different amino
acid substitutions were found to have signiﬁcantly reduced ﬁtness that was still
considerably higher than the ﬁtness of null
mutants. Even positions in this experiment
that allowed the fewest substitutions still
exhibited partial ﬁtness when many other
amino acids were substituted (e.g., 7 different substitutions at position 584 exhibited partial activity). Cells carrying
these partially active mutations would
likely display “conditional phenotypes,”
growing under some conditions and not
growing under others. Such mutants can
be extremely useful for genetic experiments, including high-throughput applications (12).
Recently, deep-sequencing technologies
have been applied to obtain complete genome sequences for populations evolved
in the laboratory, either under selection
(13–15) or in its absence (16). These
studies have allowed unprecedented views
of the process of evolution because they
allow systematic mapping of variation and
direct measurements of the changes in allele frequencies in populations over time.
The work of Hietpas et al. (4) provides
a demonstration that combining deep sequencing and site-directed mutagenesis
can address additional fundamental evolutionary questions. We are conﬁdent that
further application of the EMPIRIC approach will answer many questions pertaining both to evolution and to protein
structure and function.
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